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Armada: a parallel I/O framework for computational grids夽
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Abstract
High-performance computing increasingly occurs on “computational grids” composed of heterogeneous and geographically
distributed systems of computers, networks, and storage devices that collectively act as a single “virtual” computer. One of
the great challenges for this environment is to provide efficient access to data that is distributed across remote data servers
in a grid. In this paper, we describe our solution, a framework we call armada. The framework allows applications and
dataset providers to flexibly compose graphs of processing modules that describe the distribution, application interfaces, and
processing required of the dataset before computation. The armada runtime system then restructures the graph, and places the
processing modules at appropriate hosts to reduce network traffic. © 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Framework; Parallel I/O; Computational grids; Data grids

1. Introduction
A recent trend in high-performance computing
is to build “computational grids” that tie together
heterogeneous, geographically distributed computers
and storage systems. Applications for these environments use high-speed networks to logically assemble
resources into a virtual supercomputer. The trend
toward grid computing derives from many factors
[1]. Among them are the technological advances in
networking, computing, and distributed computing
software; the increase in the number of demanddriven applications—applications that have infrequent
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requirements for large computing resources (e.g., a
medical diagnosis system during surgery or a seismic
simulation after an earthquake); the utilization of idle
compute resources; and the increased need to share
data that was computed or gathered at geographically
distributed locations, e.g., weather prediction simulations that use data gathered from many satellites and
stored at locations around the world.
A particularly challenging class of grid applications is the class of data-intensive grid applications. A
data-intensive grid application typically requires access to large (terabyte–petabyte size) remote datasets,
and has significant computational requirements that
may require high-performance supercomputers. In addition, the data is often stored in “raw” formats and
requires significant preprocessing or filtering before
the computation can take place. For example, seismic
data, used to extract images of the subsurface, requires
a variety of processing steps to filter and transform
data before computation [2]. Data-intensive applications also exist in climate modeling [3,4] physics and
astronomy [5], biology and chemistry [6,7], visualization [8–10], and many others.
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In this paper, we present the armada framework for
building I/O-access paths for data-intensive grid applications. Armada’s goal is to allow grid applications
to access datasets that are distributed across a computational grid, and in particular to allow the application
programmer and the dataset provider to design and
deploy a flexible network of application-specific and
dataset-specific functionality across the grid.
1.1. Flexibility
Computation grids are large and diverse. Dataintensive applications have a wide variety of needs
and data-access patterns. It is, therefore, critical
to allow applications the flexibility to construct
application-specific interfaces, caching policies, data
distribution layouts, and so forth.
Studies of data-intensive scientific applications
demonstrate the performance benefits of using application-level interfaces that enable advanced parallel-I/O
techniques like collective I/O, prefetching, and data
sieving [11–14]. A system based on a flexible and
powerful low-level interface encourages the development of application-specific libraries that provide the
interface and features that benefit applications [15].
For example, tailoring the prefetching and caching
policies to match the application’s access patterns can
reduce latency and avoid unnecessary data requests
[16–18], and matching data-distribution policies to
the application’s access patterns can optimize parallel
access to distributed disks [19,20].
1.2. Remote processing of application code
A typical data-intensive grid application consists
of a set of client processes and a set of remote data
servers. The traditional approach is for data servers
to run system software, perhaps the server side of
a parallel file system, and for client processors to
run all application-specific code. Even Galley [15],
which encourages layers of libraries that provide
application-specific functionality, contains all the application code on the client processors. Since the
network is typically the bottleneck of data-intensive
grid applications, the placement of data-processing
functionality is critical. A key goal of armada is to
allow application code to execute on or near the data
servers, when that helps to reduce network traffic.

There are many good reasons to allow applicationspecific functionality to run on processors other than
the clients. Application-specific data-distribution patterns, perhaps to support disk-directed I/O [21], need
to execute on the data servers. If the distribution
of data across clients or across disks is dependent
on the value of the data, moving that function to
the data server can halve network traffic [22]. Processors near the data servers can filter data in an
application-specific way, passing only the necessary
data on to the clients, saving network bandwidth
and client memory [10,22–24]. Processors near the
data servers can exchange blocks without passing
the data through clients, e.g., to rearrange blocks between disks during a copy or permutation operation.
Format conversion, compression, and decompression are also possible. In short, there are many ways
to optimize memory and disk activity, reduce network latency, and reduce disk and network traffic, by
moving application-specific code closer to the data
servers.
1.3. Overview of the armada framework
Using the armada framework, grid applications access remote datasets by sending data requests through
a graph of distributed application objects. The graph
is called an armada and the objects are called ships.
We expect most applications to access data through
existing armadas constructed by a dataset provider;
however, it is also possible for the application to extend existing armadas with application-specific functionality or to construct entire armadas from scratch.
The armada encodes the programmer’s interface, data
layout, caching and prefetching policies, interfaces
to heterogeneous data servers, and most other functionality provided by an I/O system. The application
code sees an armada as an object that provides access to a specific type of data through a high-level
interface.
Fig. 1 illustrates a parallel application using an
armada to access a distributed dataset. This armada
includes an application-interface ship, a preprocessing ship “Op” that manipulates the data, a distribution
ship that defines how the data is distributed among
data segments, and low-level storage ships that provide access to the data segments stored on data
servers.
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Fig. 1. An armada for a parallel application accessing a distributed dataset. The disk-shaped “data segments” may be as simple as a file
in a UNIX system, or as complex as a database.

The armada’s clients call methods of the API ship
(perhaps through a collective interface). This ship generates data requests that flow through the graph toward
the storage. Along the way, the ships may transform
or split the requests. Each storage ship transfers data
either by reading from the data server and pushing the
data back through the graph, or by pulling data from
the clients through the graph and then writing to the
data server. As we describe below, the armada system optimizes this graph, transports data over a subset
of this control-flow graph, replicates ships to provide
parallel data paths, and carefully places ships onto the
grid to limit network traffic.
Notice that the armada system is not a parallel
file system, nor does the system itself store any data.
The set of data segments that make up a dataset are
each stored in conventional data servers, as files, as
databases, or the like. In a computational grid it is
important to be able to work with an existing, heterogeneous set of data servers, and (often) with existing
datasets stored by those servers in their native formats.
Implementations of the armada system provide a variety of storage ships that integrate existing resources
into an armada.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss related
projects and the design of the armada framework. In
the next section, we present related work. In Section 3,
we describe the process of constructing an armada, including the design of ships, the arrangement of ships
in a graph, and the deployment and management of
the armada. In Sections 4 and 5, we describe the implementation of a prototype system and the initial performance results of the prototype. We summarize in
Section 6.

2. Related work
Various groups within the research community as
well as the commercial sector are investigating issues
related to I/O for computational grids. Here, we discuss the systems most related to armada. In particular
we discuss I/O systems designed to be flexible, systems that optimize data paths to improve I/O performance, and systems that support remote execution of
application code.
2.1. Flexible I/O systems
Much of the design of the armada system is inspired by stackable file systems [25–29]. Stackable
file systems provide flexibility by representing files as
a collection of application-specific “stackable” building blocks. This flexibility enables the file system to
provide only the necessary functionality to suit the
application, allowing good performance for a wide
variety of applications. Two of the most recent stackable file systems are the hurricane file system (HFS)
and wrapFS.
HFS [28] is a stackable file system designed for
tightly connected shared-memory machines. They
showed that for a several file access patterns, HFS
can provide the full I/O bandwidth of parallel disks
to parallel applications.
WrapFS [29] is a file system template in which
kernel-level modules, with a common vnode interface, are stacked to form complex file systems. They
demonstrate flexibility by implementing four separate
file systems using wrapFS, including one that hashes
files into smaller directories for fast lookups and one
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that automatically encrypts file data and file names. In
a later paper [30], they describe FiST, a language used
to describe a stackable file system. The FiST compiler
generates the necessary vnode modules used by the
system.
Another interesting system that follows the stackable file system philosophy is the parallel storage-andprocessing server (PS2 ) [31], from École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne. PS2 is a data-flow
system that uses the computer-aided parallelization
tool (CAP) [32] to express the parallel behavior of the
I/O intensive applications at a high-level. The CAP
system constructs a data-flow computation graph
with “actors” as nodes of the graph. The actors are
computational units that provide application-specific
functionality. For I/O-intensive applications, the actors provide application-specific data distribution,
prefetching, or filtering.
The armada framework extends the stackable file
system concept to a grid environment. A data provider,
using armada, can describe complex arrangements and
distributions of data with a graph of mobile objects.
The application can layer other objects, perhaps to
cache, prefetch, or provide a matching interface, on
top of the graph constructed by the data provider.
2.2. Systems that optimize data paths to improve I/O
One goal of the armada system is to improve I/O
performance by restructuring the data-flow paths between the storage server and the clients. The dynamic
QUery OBject (dQUOB) system [33] also has this
goal. dQUOB is a runtime system for managing and
optimizing large data streams. Users request remote
data with SQL-like queries, and computations are
performed on the data stream between remote data
servers to the client. The computation is encapsulated
in a piece of compiled code called a “quoblet”. The
quoblet is embedded into the data streams in arbitrary
points (client, data server, or intermediate points) and
are primarily used to filter and/or transform the data.
The dQUOB system applies several optimizations to
the data stream to improve performance. After the
dQUOB compiler converts an SQL query to a “query
tree”, the tree is evaluated at runtime to determine
which portions of the query tree apply the most
filtering. The tree is then restructured to move the
high-filtering portions closer to the data.

Our goal is to generalize this approach. The armada framework is flexible enough to allow graphs of
generic ships (not just filters using an SQL interface)
to be restructured to reduce network traffic. In some
cases, we may dynamically replicate ships to distribute
network and processing load across the network.
2.3. Systems with support for remote execution
of application code
In addition to dQUOB, there are several software
systems that support processing near the data server
to either reduce network traffic or distribute computational load. Two such systems from the University
of Maryland are MOCHA (middleware based on code
shipping architecture) [34] and DataCutter [35]. Each
provide capability to move filtering code close to the
data, but the decision about where to place the code
is made by the application. In situations where many
applications compete for the server’s resources, placing the filtering code on the server may actually slow
performance rather than improve it. In such cases, the
application may not be able to make the correct choice
about where to place the filtering code.
Abacus [36] and Coign [37] are systems that automate placement of functions based on communication
profiling. Coign uses historical profiling data while
Abacus profiles during execution to adapt placement
decisions to runtime conditions. While our current prototype places objects manually, our goal is to use an
approach similar to that of Abacus and possibly extend their approach by deciding placement based on
communication, CPU, and memory requirements of
the various components.
3. Building an armada
There are several steps to build an armada of
ships. The application programmer selects ships from
a library of ship classes, or writes her own ship
classes. She then writes a “blueprint” to describe the
armada. When the application runs, it presents the
blueprint to the armada system, which validates the
blueprint and deploys the ships to hosts in the grid.
The armada runtime system monitors and manages
the armada throughout the execution, potentially restructuring and re-deploying the armada to improve
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Fig. 2. Hierarchy of armada ships.

network performance. We consider each of these steps
in turn.
3.1. Ships
The task of the ship builder is to decompose the
desired functionality into ships. The class hierarchy in
Fig. 2 illustrates the ship classes in a typical armada
implementation.
Structural ships manage distributed datasets,
through distribution or replication.
Distribution ships manage datasets composed of
many data segments. To clients, the dataset is a single
large unit, and the distribution ship maps between the
dataset and the data in the segments. When writing, the
ship decides to which segment(s) the data should be
written. When reading, the ship identifies the correct
segment(s) to read the desired data. The distribution
may be dependent only on the “position” of the data
in the dataset, such as a ship that stripes blocks of a
dataset across data segments. Or, the distribution may
depend on the value of the data, using a hash function or a key to map the request into the appropriate
segments.
Replica ships manage replicated datasets. The
replica ship decides to which replica to forward the
data request, depending on current load and capacity
conditions in the grid.
Developers can nest structural ships on top on one
another, as in Fig. 3. This application uses both a
replica-management ship (labeled D1 in the figure)

and two striping distribution ships (labeled D2) to
read data from a replicated and distributed dataset.
When a request arrives a the replica management
ship, it selects one of the two files from which to
read the data and forwards the request to the corresponding distribution ship. The distribution ship then
forwards to request to the proper storage server based
on a simple striping algorithm.
A data-processing ship manipulates data elements,
either individually, or in groups, as they pass through
the ship. Data-processing ships are likely to be useful for “on-the-fly” preprocessing in scientific applications.
Our hierarchy from Fig. 2 identifies five types of
data-processing ships. A filter ship outputs a subset
of its input elements; e.g., to select observations from
a given region of a spatial dataset. A transform ship
changes the content of individual data elements; e.g., a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) ship transforms complex
data from time values to frequency values. A reduction ship applies a function to a collection of elements
and returns a single result; e.g., to sum all of the elements. A permute ship rearranges the elements in a
collection; e.g., to sort or transpose a dataset. Finally,
conversion ships cast one data type to another to allow
two ships that expect different types to connect. For
example, a library may contain a generic structural
ship that distributes fixed-sized blocks of byte data
to a set of storage ships. The application, however,
wishes to view the data as an array of floating-point
values. This requires a type-conversion ship between
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Fig. 3. A graph for an application that uses nested distribution ships to access a replicated dataset.

the client application and the block-distribution ship.
The conversion ship converts both requests and data to
the appropriate type, e.g., converting a block of bytes
into a chunk of floating-point elements in the array.
Optimization ships improve I/O performance
through techniques like caching, prefetching, and
data aggregation. Data aggregation, near the client
nodes for writing and near the I/O nodes for reading,
increases the size of network transfers and thus reduces the number of requests that travel through the
network.
There are two kinds of interface ships: on the client
side, to present the application with a convenient interface to its data, and on the server side, to link an
armada to specific storage resources (such as files and
databases) in the grid.
Client-interface ships convert an application’s
method calls to a set of data requests into the rest
of the armada ships. We expect library programmers
to develop client-interface ships that match the semantics of a particular class of applications, such as
computational chemistry applications [14]. Other libraries include interfaces that support collective I/O
and data sieving [38]. Others may support out-of-core
data-parallel programming [39]. Still others may want
to provide a conventional Unix interface to allow
legacy software to transparently access grid datasets.
Storage-interface ships process armada requests and
access low-level data servers to either load or store data

based on the request. They are essentially “drivers”
for the many available storage systems, e.g., a file ship
to store a data segment in a UNIX file, or a database
ship to store a data segment in a relational database.
Interface ships exist as the endpoints of an armada.
Because they provide direct access to either the application or the storage device, they are not mobile.
Throughout the life of the application, they remain on
the same host.
3.2. Blueprints
The second stage of building an armada involves arranging the application’s choice of ships into a graph.
The meta-data used to describe the graph is called a
blueprint. The blueprint specifies the interconnection
of the ships, and information about each ship (location of its implementation, hints about placement of
the ship, etc.).
We constrain graph descriptions to series–parallel
form; in such a graph, a node represents a ship (base
case) or a subgraph. Subgraphs take two forms: a
sequential subgraph (shown in Fig. 4a) that represents a series of connected nodes and a parallel
subgraph (Fig. 4b) that consists of a set of simultaneous nodes, connected to a source on the left and
a sink on the right. By expressing the arrangement
of ships in series–parallel form, we can describe the
graph with a directed series–parallel tree (“SP tree”).
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Fig. 4. The types of subgraphs in a series–parallel digraph. (a) This
figure shows a sequential subgraph and (b) a parallel subgraph.
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Fig. 5 illustrates this conversion. Such a tree is syntactically easy to describe (we use XML) and easy to
manipulate internally.
Unlike a file system, the armada system does
not provide specific storage or a namespace for
blueprints. Blueprints can be stored on conventional
file systems, web servers, databases, or any other
location accessible to the application; one typical approach would be to store blueprints in files on a Unix
workstation.

Fig. 5. (a) This figure shows the armada blueprint broken into series–parallel vertices and (b) the series–parallel tree representation of the
blueprint.
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3.3. Deployment
An armada’s ship objects do not exist until the
blueprint is used to deploy the armada. An application
obtains or creates a blueprint for the desired dataset,
optionally extends the blueprint to add ships to the
client side of the graph, and submits it to the armada runtime system. The runtime system validates
the blueprint and then instantiates a ship manager object to deploy, monitor, and manage all ships in the application. The ship manager decides onto which hosts
to place the ships, based on the graph, blueprint hints
about the ships, and information about current network load and topology. The primary goal is to reduce network traffic. The ship manager also monitors
the hosts’ resource consumption and periodically uses
that information to optimize the graph if necessary and
revise the ships’ placement. If the ship manager has
access to historical data about the application, it may
choose to optimize the graph before the initial placement as well. The placement of ships will be based on
the results of an analytic cost/benefit model similar to
that employed by the Abacus system [36].
The focus of this paper is the armada framework.
We leave the details of our placement algorithms for
a later paper.
3.4. Control-flow and data-flow
The application accesses data by sending requests from the client to the data servers along the

control-flow graph—a graph defined by the blueprint
and constructed during deployment. The requests
sent along the control-flow graph carry with them
a reference to the ship that generated the request.
When another ship services that request, the result
is sent back to the requesting ship along an edge of
the data-flow graph. Unlike the control-flow graph,
the ships that service requests define edges of the
data-flow graph at runtime. Write requests are special
because they carry an additional reference to the ship
that contains the data. A ship servicing a write request
collects the data from the source by sending a new
read request directly to the source, along an edge of
the data-flow graph. The result (containing the data)
is then returned along the same path.
Fig. 6 shows the control-flow graph and data-flow
graph for an application with access to a federated
dataset. A blueprint from the data provider describes
a dataset spanning two sites, with the data at each
site distributed, for parallel access. The application
extends the blueprint with a processing ship “Op”,
and a collective client-interface. The solid lines of the
graph represent the control-flow graph, defined by the
blueprint. Dashed lines represent the data-flow graph,
established at runtime.
Data has to flow through ships that manipulate the
data, but need not flow through most structural ships.
The distribution ships in Fig. 6, e.g., only forward
requests and do not process data. This approach allows armada to define complex structures but to avoid
touching and transporting data more than necessary.

Fig. 6. An armada for a parallel application at site A using a federated dataset located at sites B and C.
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3.5. Blueprint optimization
A significant contribution of our work is the optimization of blueprints to reduce the load on the
network. In a typical situation, there may be a slow
or congested network connecting the site hosting the
application and the site hosting data segments. In
an armada used for reading a dataset, e.g., moving
data-processing ships that reduce the data-flow closer
(in terms of network connectivity) to the data can
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dramatically reduce the amount of data that travels
through the “slow” portion of the network.
Consider, again, the application in Fig. 6. Assume
that the application-specific processing ship “Op” is a
data-reducing filter, and consider the task of choosing
a host for that filter. If we place the filter in site A, we
do not reduce inter-site traffic. If we place the filter in
site B or site C, we do not gain much if the connectivity
between sites B and C is slow. If, however, we replace
the single filter with an equivalent set of filter ships that

Fig. 7. Original (a) and optimized (b) armadas for an application spanning three domains.
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can be pushed past the distribution ships closer to the
data servers, plus a merge ship to combine the partial
results, we can reduce network traffic by performing a
large portion of the filtering near the storage servers.
Fig. 7 illustrates the placement for the original and
modified graphs.
There are two primary requirements that allow a
data-processing ship to be defined in this way: the operator used by the data-processing ship must be recursive and commutative. A processing ship is recursive
if it can be defined as a tree of ships, where nodes of
the tree combine results from the leaves, which consist
of the original processing ship operating on segments
of the data. A processing ship is commutative if the
order of operations on the data is independent. This allows the operator to move past distribution ships that
use arbitrary distribution schemes. There are in fact
many operators that are both recursive and commutative, e.g., sum, min, max, sort, and select based on
value. Processing ships that operate on a single data
element at a time, such as select based on value, do
not require a “combine” ship, making it even easier to
optimize the data-flow graph.
Our optimizer cannot determine automatically
whether a processing ship is recursive or commutative. Therefore, it is responsibility of the ship’s
designer to document the properties of the ship, and
to encode the ships used for the optimization in the
blueprint description for the ship.

4. Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation of
armada. A quick overview: armada ships are Java objects instantiated on hosts in the grid. Each host has a
persistent server to host ships, called a harbor. Each
harbor monitors and manages the resources used by
each ship, and controls access to system resources
through a capability-based mechanism [40,41].
We chose Java for several reasons: it provides a
“sandbox” [42] for executing untrusted client code,
it is reasonably efficient now that just-in-time compilers are available, it is increasingly popular among
HPC programmers, it has convenient mechanisms for
remote execution and communication (RMI), and it
can interface to application code in other languages
through the Java native interface (JNI). Only the ships

and harbors need to be written in Java; client code
could be in C, C++, or any other language that interfaces with Java.
In the remainder of this section, we detail the ship
and harbor implementations, and discuss how we use
the extensible markup language (XML) for armada
blueprints.
4.1. Ships
Ships are the foundation of the armada framework. They provide all of functionality of the I/O
system, including distribution, replica management,
data-processing, and so forth. The ship class, the
base class for all other ships, provides mechanisms
that manage connections between ships, and provide
methods that allow the communication of requests
and data along those connections. In our current
implementation, ships communicate using a combination of RMI and TCP sockets. We use RMI for
administrative tasks, such as establishing a connection, sending and receiving profiling information, or
shutting down a ship, and we use persistent TCP
sockets to communicate requests and data between
ships.
An application or library developer extends the ship
class to implement application-specific functionality.
Extended classes communicate through the “sendRequest” and “sendResult” methods. These methods
use the underlying communication protocol to send
data to a given destination ship. Abstracting the details of the communication protocol from the library
developer allows us to change the protocol without
changes to ship libraries.
The ship class manages control connections (for requests) and data connections (for results) separately.
In each case, the ship class manages existing connections with a hash table that maps a destination ship’s
id to a TCP socket. If a connection does not exist,
the ship class creates a new connection by calling the
“connect” method. The connection persists, and is thus
reused, until the application exits, or the connection is
explicitly closed by the application.
4.2. Harbors
Each host has a persistent server to host ships, called
a harbor. The harbor class provides methods (executed
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through RMI) to “anchor” armada ships to the harbor.
The anchor methods instantiate a ship object within
the harbor, and thus require a class name, an array of
string arguments for the constructor, and an optional
class loader. The ShipManager (see Section 3.3) calls
the anchor method when deploying ships according to
the blueprint.

requires this information to enforce resource consumption policies, but we make the information available
so external programs (like the ship manager) can use
it for their own needs.

public interface Harbor extends Remote{
Ship anchor(String className, String[ ] args)
throws RemoteException;
Ship anchor(String className, String[ ] args,
ClassLoader loader)
throws RemoteException;

We use the XML to encode the blueprints used to
describe an armada. We chose XML because XML’s
hierarchical structure fits our SP tree needs well and
there are existing class libraries (e.g., Java API for
XML parsing (JAXP)) that provide mechanisms for
creating and manipulating XML documents.
As specified in Section 3.2, blueprints use
series–parallel trees to represent ship graphs. A vertex in the SP tree is either a representation of a
ship, a series of connected vertices, or a set of parallel vertices. We define the structure of the SP-tree
blueprint with the XML document type definition
(DTD) shown in Fig. 8. The ship element contains
attributes for the classname and the initial host where
the ship is to be installed. Additional options (an
array of name–value pairs represented as an array
of string objects) can be passed into the constructor
of the ship by adding Option elements to the ship’s
description. Finally, if a processing ship is optimizable (see Section 3.5), the ship designer inserts an
optimization element into the ship’s XML description
that specifies a set of ships to be used by the blueprint
optimizer. If a processing ship operates on individual
elements, and thus does not require a ship to combine

}

The harbor is layered on top of the host’s operating
system to provide a secure execution environment that
allows ships to access the CPU, memory, network, and
storage resources of the host machine. The essential
components of the harbor include a security manager
and a resource manager.
The security manager is responsible for providing
a secure execution environment for application ships.
Before installing an untrusted application ship on a
harbor, the security manager authenticates the code
for the ship and user wishing to install the ship. and
authorizes use of the host resources based on the
user identity and the security policies of the host.
After identifying the user, the security manager installs the ship inside a protected domain, known as a
“sandbox ” [42]. Once inside the sandbox, access to
resources outside the domain are strictly controlled
resource manager. The resource manager provides
“capability-based” access [40,41] to system resources
(the CPU, network, storage, and memory) outside of
the protected domain of the sandbox, and it monitors
per-ship and overall usage of the resources available
on the host. Although Java provides protection against
unauthorized memory accesses, it does not allow
object references to be revoked by the system. Capabilities provide the ship with a revocable “ticket” that
enables cross-domain access to a resource while the
ticket is valid. This scheme prevents abuse of system
resources by allowing the harbor to invalidate a ticket
if the ship violates a resource usage policy or exceeds
a consumption limit assigned to the capability.
The resource manager also monitors and publishes
information about the resource consumption of the individual ships and the system as a whole. The harbor

4.3. XML blueprints

Fig. 8. DTD for an armada blueprint.
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Fig. 9. XML blueprint of a simple distributed file.

sub-results, the designer inserts an empty optimization
element.
Fig. 9 shows an XML blueprint for a simple distributed file with a compression and de-compression
ship added by the application. The application wishes
to compress blocks of data before transmission
through a slow network. In this application, the
compression ship is optimizable. Because the compression ship operates on individual blocks and does

not require another ship to combine results, thus, the
optimize element is empty.

5. Experimental results
In this section, we measure the performance of
two applications that use armada: a remote file copy
application, and the I/O portion of a seismic imaging
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Fig. 10. An armada for a simple remote file copy application. The
client application sends a file transfer request to the destination
host, which then requests data from the source.

application. It is important to note that although we
have a developing implementation of the harbor class
that uses JKernel for capability-based access, we
use a version without this additional security for our
experiments. The JKernel version requires a large
amount of tuning, and some debugging, before it will
be ready for large-scale experiments.
5.1. Remote file copy
We constructed a remote copy application (shown
in Fig. 10) that transfers data from one data server
to another. The armada consists of two BlockFile server-interface ships that read or write 32KB
blocks from the local file system, and a CopyClient
application-interface ship that initiates a transfer between the two hosts. The CopyClient ship sends a
write request to the destination BlockFile ship that
identifies the source ship as the data source. When
the destination ship receives the write request, it generates read requests and sends them to the source
ship. The source ship then returns the data to the destination ship, and the destination ship writes the data
to the disk as the blocks arrive. Although this application is unusual because data-flows through the two
BlockFile ships without traveling through the client,
configuring this type of application is easy and totally
transparent to the BlockFile objects.
This test measures how well armada compares with
existing remote copy applications for two-party and
third-party copies. In a two-party copy, one of the
data servers is the host that initiated the transfer. In a
third-party transfer, a client initiates a transfer between
two separate data servers. This test provides a baseline
benchmark for the raw performance of armada, and
for the potential of remote ship placement to improve
performance.
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We used three workstations 2 connected with
100MB Ethernet to perform our tests. Each workstation contains a single disk that achieved a measured
disk bandwidth (for sequential accesses) of 7.1Mbps
for reads and 11Mbps for writes. We measured a network bandwidth of 66Mbps, with latency measured
at 160 s between each machine.
For the two-party tests, we measured the time to
transfer a 126MB file using scp2 (secure copy), rsync
(with ssh2), sftp2, nfs, and armada. To avoid additional
overhead applied by ssh, we disabled data encryption
and compression for all tools that use ssh. Since rsync
and sftp do not have support for third-party transfers,
we were unable to include them in the second test.
Fig. 11 shows timing results (averaged over 10 tests)
from the five applications.
The results show that we are competitive with traditional file transfer mechanisms, and in fact outperform
nfs and scp for third-party file transfers. For third-party
transfers, NFS moves data across the network twice—
from source to client, then from client to the destination. We believe scp is moving data across the network
twice, but are uncertain about why it is so slow. armada was able to avoid transferring data through the
client.
5.2. Seismic imaging
Our second example demonstrates how an armada
can be restructured to improve performance for a
seismic imaging application. The goal of seismic
imaging is to identify sub-surface geological structures that may contain oil. Seismic imaging is both
computationally intensive (often requiring months
to process a single dataset), and data-intensive. A
seismic dataset can be large, sometimes more than a
terabyte in size, and is often stored as a collection of
files. For example, the SEG/EAEG synthetic seismic
dataset (SSD) [43,44] is a multi-terabyte synthetically
generated dataset consisting of several thousand files.
A file consists of recorded pressure waves, gathered
by a set of receivers distributed across the surface, and
generated by a single acoustic source, also located on
the surface. Each file contains data from a different
source position. We refer to the data collected by a
2

The workstations are PCs running RedHat Linx 7.0. Each have
a Pentium II, 500 MHz processor with 256MB of RAM.
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Fig. 11. Measured time to copy a 126MB file between two remote hosts.

single receiver as a “trace”, and the file associated
with a single source position as a “shot file”.
Post-stack migration [2] is a technique that significantly reduces the amount of processing by “stacking”
(i.e., summing) traces from each shot file before the
computation phase. If the result of the post-stack computation shows promise, the scientist may perform the
more computationally intensive “pre-stack” method
that calculates an image for each shot file before combining the results.
The post-stack imaging application is ideal for
demonstrating the potential of the armada system—
it requires access to large datasets, it requires
application-specific preprocessing, and datasets are
often stored remotely. The goals of our experiments
are to investigate the effect of placement of application ships and the benefit of restructuring armadas to
move filtering ships close to the data source.
Using armada, we developed an application to emulate the input phase of a “post-stack” seismic imaging application. Our application accesses data from a
collection of eight shot files. Each shot file contains
2000 traces (32KB/trace). The shot files that make up
the dataset are a subset of the SEG/EAEG SSD, which
uses the enhanced stanford exploration project (SEP)
format [45]. Note that our dataset is much smaller
than a real dataset that may contain thousands of shot
files, each with over a thousand traces per file. We
have several reasons for using a smaller dataset. First,

we do not have the physical resources to store terabytes of data for our experiments, and our prototype
is not yet developed enough to deploy to a real grid
test-bed where we could access such a dataset. Second, a smaller dataset is sufficient to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the armada approach.
Our experiments take place on an 8-processor SGI
Origin, 3 and four PCs. 4 All machines are connected
with 100MB Ethernet and achieve a measured communication bandwidth of 66Mbps between any two
machines, with latencies ranging from 160 s to 2 ms.
The SGI Origin has eight disks that can be accessed
in parallel. Each disk achieves a measured bandwidth
of 67Mbps for writes and 82Mbps for reads.
We use the five machines to emulate a wide-area
network that consists of three separate domains: two
domains that contain the data, and a client domain.
The data domains consist of four processors each from
the Origin machine, and the client domain contains
at least one of the Linux machines to host the application. We emulate a wide-area network by forcing
communications between domains to pass through a
3 The Origin is an 8-processor SMP that uses R10000 186 MHz
processors. It has 4 GB main memory and uses the IRIX 6.5
operating system.
4 The PCs consist of one 2-processor (each 1 GHz Pentium Pros)
SMP machine with 500MB of main memory, and three single
processor (500 MHz Pentium IIs) machines. All run RedHat Linux
Version 7.0.
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Fig. 12. Blueprint for an application that reads stacked traces.

single Linux machine that uses NistNet [46] to control
bandwidth and network latency. We use the remaining Linux machines to host armada ships between the
host and the data servers. These machines can exist in
any of the three domains.
Fig. 12 shows an armada blueprint for the application. The data provider presents the collection of files
as an armada of ships that expects a TraceRequest
object as input and returns a Trace object. A TraceRequest identifies a seismic trace based on the shot
number, and the index that identifies the trace within
the experiment. The armada consists of three layers
of ships: a trace-distribution ship (TraceDist) that distributes trace requests to the correct domain, another
layer of trace-distribution ships that send trace requests to the correct storage server, and storage interface ships (TraceFile) that retrieve trace data stored in
SEP format, from the local disk of a data server.
The application extends the armada from the data
provider by first prepending a Stack operator ship
and a TraceInput ship. The Stack ship takes as input a StackedTraceRequest that identifies an array of
traces. It converts a single StackedTraceRequest into

an array of TraceRequests and forwards the TraceRequests to the first distribution ship from the data
provider. The Stack ship returns a StackedTrace object that represents the vector sum of the data from
each trace. In front of the Stack ship is the TraceInput
client-interface ship that provides a simple interface
for requesting stacked traces.
We used two configurations of the armada (Fig. 13).
The first configuration places the stacking code in the
client domain. This configuration represents the traditional approach where most of the application-specific
functionality exists on the client. In the second configuration, we restructured the graph and replace the
Stack ship with a tree of three types of ships: a Merge
ship, that combines results from the two data domains;
a Group ship, placed in each data domain, to combine
individual TraceRequests into StackedTraceRequests;
and another Stack ship following each Group ship, to
stack the subset of traces stored in that domain. Like
the Stack ship, the Merge ship takes as input StakedTraceRequests and converts them to TraceRequests,
allowing the Group and Stack ships to migrate toward
the data servers without modifying the input types
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Fig. 13. Two configurations of the seismic application: (a) unoptimized armada; (b) optimized armada.

of the distribution ships. The programmer that writes
the code for the Stack ship also codes the Merge and
Group ships, and she identifies the ships to use for
optimization in the blueprint (see Section 3.5).
The plots in Fig. 14 show running times of the
two armadas as the available bandwidth between
domains increase. We experimented with three different inter-domain latencies: (a) 2 ms, equivalent
to a local-area network, (b) 100 ms, equivalent to a

cross-country connection, and (c) 200 ms, for domains
located on different continents. Fig. 15 shows the
same data, unoptimized in (a) and optimized in (b),
allowing easy comparison across the three latencies.
The results show, as we expected, that the second
configuration outperforms the first configuration, particularly in situations with limited bandwidth or high
latency. In both configurations, the application appears
to be bandwidth-limited for bandwidths below 2Mbps
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the running time of the optimized and the unoptimized armada for the seismic application that reads eight shot
files (approximately 32MB each): (a) latency = 2 ms; (b) latency = 100 ms; (c) latency = 200 ms.

and latency limited elsewhere. We clearly show this
effect in Fig. 16, which shows the throughput of the
two armadas (measured as the ratio of the total number of bytes read from disk and the running time).

The straight line in the figure shows the available
bandwidth between the data domains and the client
domain. The optimized application achieves a higher
(perceived) throughput than the available bandwidth
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Fig. 15. Plots that show how latency effects the two armadas: (a) unoptimized armada; (b) optimized armada.

because it filters three-fourths of the total bytes in the
data domain.
To understand why the application is latency-limited
for high bandwidths, we measured the computational rate of each computer (to estimate the stack
operation), and the time required to serialize and
de-serialize a single trace. Then we used those measurements to construct a rough analytic model of the
data-flow path for the optimized armada. In the optimized armada, data passes through four ships on
its way to the client: TraceFile, Stack, Merge, and
TraceInput. Our model measures the time to transfer
a single trace between each of these ships. We show
the equations used in our model below. The variables
α des , α ser , and α comm are the latencies (in seconds) associated with de-serializing a trace, serializing a trace,
and initiating a network transfer. β disk and β comm are
the bandwidths (in bytes/s) available for reading data

from the disk and sending data through the network.
The variable flops, is the measured number of floating points per second a computer can calculate. The
variable k represents the size (in bytes) of a trace.
The approximate time to transfer a single trace from
a TraceFile to a Stack ship is
t =k

1
8
+ αdes + αser + αcomm + k
.
βdisk
βcomm

(1)

We divide the communication bandwidth by 8 because
the network is shared by eight other FileShips. The
time to transfer data from the Stack ship to the Merge
ship is
t = αdes + k

1
2
+ αser + αcomm + k
.
flops
βcomm

(2)

The equation calculating the time from the Merge ship
to the TraceInput ship is the same as Eq. (2).
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Fig. 16. Performance relative to available bandwidth: (a) latency = 2 ms; (b) latency = 100 ms; (c) latency = 200 ms.

The approximate throughput is k/t for the path
from the TraceFile to the Stack ship, 4k/t for transfer from the Stack ship to the Merge ship, and 8k/t
from the Merge ship to the TraceInput ship. We

multiply the throughputs to account for the amount
of data removed by each filter. Table 1 shows the
measured values for each variable, and in Fig. 17,
we plot the estimated throughput to the application
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Table 1
Measured latencies and bandwidths used by the optimized armada

k
α des
α ser
α comm
β comm
β disk
Flops

TraceFile to Stack Origin to Fast PC

Stack to Merge

Merge to TraceInput

32KB
7 ms
10 ms
2 ms
8.25Mbps
83Mbps
13 Mflop/s

32KB
800 s
1.4 ms
{2,100,200} ms
{0.2, 0.4, . . . , 8}Mbps
–
70 Mflop/s

32KB
800 s
1.4 ms
160 s
8.25Mbps
–
70 Mflop/s

Fig. 17. Approximation of the running time for the optimized armada.

as the minimum of the three calculated throughputs.
We notice that the approximate application bandwidth is close to the measured bandwidth of the application. The application achieves slightly higher performance because we pipeline data requests, hiding
some of the latency costs. The analysis indicates that
the primary factor limiting performance of our application is Java serialization.
It is clear from the results that further tuning is necessary. For the current prototype, we were more concerned with finishing the implementation than improving performance.

6. Summary
In this paper, we describe the design of a framework that supports data-intensive parallel applications
in a wide-area computational network, or “grid”.
Our framework, armada, allows applications and data
providers to create datasets that span the grid. Applications combine flexible modules called “ships”
into series–parallel graphs called “armadas”. These
armadas provide a path for the application to access
the data. Typically, the armada is a combination of a
graph designed by the dataset owner and extensions
provided by the application. The armada thus encodes
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the structure of the data, the application’s interface,
and intermediate processing and filtering.
Our framework includes a rich hierarchy of ship
classes, a “blueprint” mechanism to specify the structure of an armada graph, execution environments
called “harbors” that securely host ships, and algorithms that optimize blueprints and deploy ships onto
the network of harbors.
The preliminary results presented here demonstrate
the value of the armada approach. The ability to
flexibly combine modular ships into an access graph
leads directly to the ability to adjust the placement
of functionality within the grid. It is well known
that placement can improve performance by reducing
network load. Our placement and graph-optimization
schemes enable applications-specific code to migrate
deep into potentially complex data distributions to filter data close to the source. Since data-intensive grid
applications are typically limited by the network, we
expect armada’s approach will lead to better overall
application performance.
Our work on the armada system is far from complete. Our priority is to complete the implementation
by including capability-based mechanisms on the harbors; developing efficient placement algorithms that
consider memory and CPU rates, as well as network
capacity; and performance tuning. Our plans also include a further study of algorithms for optimizing the
graphs described by blueprints, and protocols that can
improve the communication efficiency of data-flowing
through an armada.
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